
Are you ready 
to make 
BETTER 
DECISIONS 
FASTER?
The average adult makes more than 
35,000 DECISIONS IN A DAY.

Most are mundane, but there are still  
hundreds that separate businesses that 
boom or bust, careers that succeed or 
fail, relationships that make it or don’t, 
and lives of happiness or hopelessness. 

These MOST VALUABLE DECISIONS 
(MVDS) represent the gap between a 
green-light life and a red-light life.

In more than fifteen years as an NFL  
and NBA executive, PAUL EPSTEIN saw  
firsthand how, when faced with such an 
overwhelming number of decisions, even 
elite performers can rush to bad judg-
ments or become paralyzed by indecision.

The solve is the HEAD–HEART–HANDS 
EQUATION —Head (mindset) + Heart 
(authenticity) = Hands (action).

ABOUT PAUL EPSTEIN
 » Former NFL/NBA executive
 » Award-winning keynote speaker
 » Bestselling author of The Power of 
Playing Offense

 » Named one of SUCCESS magazine’s 
top Thought Leaders Who Get Results

 » Provided culture transformation 
programs for Amazon, Disney, LA 
Lakers, Dallas Cowboys, and more

TRUSTED BY THE WORLD’S BEST TEAMS

“Your ultimate guide to confidence 
and courage—one decision at a time.”

MEL ROBBINS



Keynote Topic:
HOW TO MAKE  

BETTER DECISIONS FASTER
In Paul Epstein’s powerful keynote message 
inspired by his upcoming book, he aligns teams 
and organizations around the premise that the 
quality of business and life comes down to the 
decisions we make and the actions we take. 

If decision fatigue, overwhelm, and indecision are 
negatively impacting your business, imagine a 
simple, consistent solution to decide: 

» Strategy: A or B?
» Team: hire or fire?
» Financial: invest or pass? 
» Time: spend on X or Y?
» Relationships: all in or all out 

The HEAD-HEART-HANDS EQUATION is your solve.

ACTIONABLE OUTCOMES

 » Flip fear and uncertainty into 
clarity and confidence

 » Empower leaders and talent to 
become highly decisive, aware, 
and intentional in their actions

 » Acquire an operating framework 
designed for speed, efficiency, 
and winning time back

 » Learn a simple, holistic method 
to promote personal and 
professional well-being

 » Build high-trust teams through 
heightened authenticity 
and collaboration  

 » Leave with a playbook where 
everybody knows what to say 
“yes” to and what to say “no” to

SERVICES AVAILABLE

 » In Person or Virtual Keynotes

 » Team Training Workshops

 » Leadership Retreats

Connect with Paul today at PAUL@PAULEPSTEINSPEAKS.COM OR CLICK HERE to schedule a call!

You’re moments away from making these decisions 
better, faster, and with a greater sense of purpose. 

The playbook is in your hands.

https://calendly.com/paul-epstein-leadership

